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Community driven research 

· 40+ research groups worldwide 
are using OSIRIS 

· 300+ publications in leading 
scientific journals 

· Large developer and user 
community 

· Detailed documentation and 
sample inputs files available 

Using OSIRIS 4.0 

· The code can be used freely by 
research institutions after signing 
an MoU 

· Find out more at:

Committed to open science

Ricardo Fonseca: ricardo.fonseca@tecnico.ulisboa.pt

OSIRIS framework 

· Massively Parallel, Fully Relativistic  
Particle-in-Cell Code  

· Parallel scalability to > 1 M cores 
· Explicit SSE / AVX / QPX / Xeon Phi / 

ARM Neon / CUDA support 
· Extended physics/simulation models

http://epp.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/osiris

mailto:ricardo.fonseca@ist.utl.pt?subject=
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Challenges & Opportunities leading up to 2030
Over the next 10 years simulation tools for plasma based accelerators will need to address 
additional challenges and opportunities: 
– Extended acceleration distances 

– Ultra-high field intensities 

– Provide detailed quantitative predictions that include additional models relevant for HEP.
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Full scale modelling of the AWAKE* experiment 

Strategies being followed in the framework of the OSIRIS kinetic plasma simulation code 
– Leverage the power of present and future Tier-0 HPC systems for addressing these 

challenges 

– Improvement of core algorithms in terms of accuracy, stability, and additional physics 
to cope with longer accelerating distances and ion motion/hydrodynamic scales, and 
increased laser intensities and address HEP relevant parameters 

– Improvements on parameter input and output, for both quantitative simulations with 
one-to-one comparison with experimental setups and use in integrated modeling 
toolchains* E. Adli et al, Nature 561, 363-368 (2018)
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A new field solver for accurate modeling of relativistic particle-laser interactions
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Higuera-Cary pusher is used in all the simulations 

• Numerical errors can arise when particles 
with relativistic energies interact with 
intense EM fields that have phase velocities 
near the speed of light  

– Dispersion errors in the phase velocity of 
the wave 

– Staggering in time between the electric 
and magnetic fields and between particle 
velocity and position 

– errors in the time derivative in the 
momentum advance.  

• New field solvers with different k-space 
operators in Faraday’s and Ampere’s law  

– Dispersion errors and magnetic field time-
staggering errors in the particle pusher can 
be simultaneously removed for 
electromagnetic waves moving primarily in 
a specific direction  

Single particle trajectory 
γ0 = 20, a0 = 0.5 

phase, ξ = x1 − t

p⊥ γ

2D LWFA Simulation 
Ionization injection

Boris pusher was used for all cases. The ionization 
injected bunch (blue) interacts with the driver laser 
pulse

Li. F., et. al., CPC 258, 107580 (2021)
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Accurately simulating nine-dimensional phase space of relativistic particles in strong fields
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P1 = Boris (p) + Leapfrog (x) + Vieira (s) + split (RR) 
P2 = Higuera-Cary (p) + Leapfrog (x) + Vieira (s) + split (RR) 
P3 = Analytic (p) + Leapfrog (x) + Vieira (s) + split (RR)

P4 = Analytic (p, RR) + Leapfrog (x) + Vieira (s) 
P5 = Analytic (p, x, s) + split (RR)  
P6 = Analytic (p, x, RR, s)

Li. F., et. al., CPC 438, 110367 (2021)

• With multi-PW laser systems coming online 
laser intensity will soon exceed 1023 W/cm2 

– New physics coming into play, such as 
plasma-based acceleration in strong-field 
regime 

– Regular pushers based on the splitting 
method fail to achieve high-fidelity 
simulation in strong fields 

• High demand for an accurate, radiation-
reaction-incorporated and 9D (including spin) 
particle pusher 

– New pusher based on analytical solutions 
to: 

– Equation of motion with only Lorentz force 

– Landay-Lifshitz equation (semi classical 
radiation reaction model) 

– Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi equation for spin

Single particle motion in an ultra-intense laser field (a0 = 300)
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Modelling ultra-high intensity processes
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What developments are necessary?

where ES ! m2c3=e!h and with ~u ! ~p=mc. It should be
emphasised that radiation reaction in intense fields modifies
the orbits of particles43 and can lead to anomalous radiative
trapping44 which we omit in our following analysis but
which is self-consistently included in our simulations.

Setup 1 (lp-lp) consists of two linearly polarised lasers
where the phase and polarisation are defined by

~a6 ! "0;6a0 sin"k0x7x0t#; 0#; (2)

where the indices “$” and “%,” respectively, denote a wave
propagating in the positive and in the negative x direction.
a0 ! eE0=mx0c is the Lorentz-invariant parameter, related

to the intensity I by a0 ! 0:85"Ik2
0=1018 W cm%2#1=2, and E0

is the peak electric field strength. This results in a standing
wave where Ey ! 2a0 cos"k0x# sin"x0t#;Bz ! %2a0 sin"k0x#
cos"x0t# and where the fields amplitude are expressed in
units of mx0c=e. The dynamics of the particles is determined
by the electric or magnetic field depending on the phase
within the temporal cycle.35,43 The electric field accelerates
the pairs in the y direction, while the magnetic field Bz can
rotate them and produce px ensuring a perpendicular momen-

tum component to both ~E and ~B. The rise in px gradually
increases ve until a photon is radiated. The most probable
locations to create pairs or hard photons are precisely k0=4
and 3k0=4.43 For a particle born at rest, ve oscillates approxi-
matively twice per laser period with a maximum on the order

of 2a2
0=aS, where aS ! mc2=!hx0 is the normalised Schwinger

field.7 The cascade develops mostly around the bunching loca-
tions and is characterised by a growth rate that possesses an
oscillating component at 2x0.

Setup 2 (cw-cp) is formed by a clockwise and a counter-
clockwise polarised laser

~a6 ! "0; a0 cos"x0t6k0x#;6a0 sin"x0t6k0x##; (3)

where a0 ’ 0:6"Ik2
0=1018 W cm%2#1=2. The components Ey

and Bz are anew the same but Ez ! 2a0 sin"k0x# sin"x0t#;
By ! %2a0 cos"k0x# cos"x0t#. This setup consists of a rotat-

ing field structure, and the dynamics of the particles has been
already studied.18,22,31 The advantage lies in the direction of
the fields that is constantly changing, and the particles are

not required to move in x to enter a region where ~E and ~B
are perpendicular to their momentum. The particle accelera-
tion is stronger in the regions of high electric field, so the
highest electron momenta are obtained where the electric

field is maximum. This then leads to higher ve, and the cas-
cade develops in the region of strong electric field (precisely
in the node B! 018) producing a plasma wheel as shown in
Fig. 1. At this particular position, the parameter ve can reach

a maximal value of 2a2
0=aS.31

From the description of the two configurations, the setup
1 can produce the highest values of ve (ve > 2a2

0=aS) but
only for particles born in a specific phase of the standing
wave. The majority of the particles are sloshing back and
forth between the electric and magnetic zone which results
in lower average ve in comparison with setup 2. The effi-
ciency of the cascade setups can be more accurately assessed
by calculating its growth rate C.

B. Theoretical models

1. Circular polarization

The case of a uniform rotating electric field constitutes a
good approximation of the standing wave field produced in
the setup 2.18 The advantage of this setup is that the cascade
develops mostly in one spot x ! p=2, which allows us to
assume a time-dependent field. It has been shown41 that the
equation governing the time evolution of the number of pairs
growing in the cascade is

dnp

dt
! 2

!t

0

dt0
!

dvcnp t0" # d2P

dt0dvc
Wpe%Wp t%t0" #; (4)

where the pairs follow a fluid-like behaviour which can be
described through an average energy !c and an average quan-
tum parameter ve . The differential probability rate for photon

emission d2P=dt0dvc depends thus on !c; !ve, and vc. The pho-

ton decay rate (or the pair emission probability rate) can be
considered as constant which permits us to write Wp ! Wp

"vc; !c# with !c ! !cvc=!ve. Eq. (4) can be solved using the

Laplace transform, and calculating the growth rate corre-
sponds to solving the zeros

s% 2

!ve

0

dvc

d2P

dt0dvc
Wp

s$Wp
! 0: (5)

In the limit !ve & 1, the pair creation probability can be

approximated by11,27 Wp ’ "3p=50#"a=sc#e%8=3vcvc=!c and

d2P=dtdvc ’
""""""""""
2=3p

p
"a=sc#e%d="d1=2!ve!c) with d ! 2vc="3!ve

"!ve % vc##; sc ! !h=mc2 and a ! e2=!hc. We start from an

FIG. 1. Side view and front view of the
development of a QED cascade in 3D.
The magnitude of the electric field result-
ing from the beating of the two laser
pulses is represented by the coloured bar.
The curved lines with arrows represent
the electric field lines. The electrons,
positrons, and photons are, respectively,
displayed in red, green, and yellow. The
particles shown only represent a small
fraction of the particles of the simulation.

056706-3 Grismayer et al. Phys. Plasmas 23, 056706 (2016)

 Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. Downloaded to  IP:  194.210.158.24 On: Mon, 23 May
2016 14:56:00
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Suppl. Fig. 1. Benchmark beam interaction with the laser. Transverse momentum space vs.
longitudinal position during the electron beam-laser interaction a) without RR and b) with RR. The axis
for p2 is the same as for p3 and is omitted for better visibility. Transverse momentum space p2�p3 without
RR c) before, d) during and e) after the interaction. Transverse momentum space p2 � p3 witho RR f)
before, g) during and h) after the interaction

LIMITATIONS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Standard particle-in-cell method does not take into account short-range Coulomb collisions, while
long-range interaction is correctly accounted for. There are techniques to include binary collisions in
the algorithm, and OSIRIS has this option, but in most cases it is not necessary to include it because
the level of plasma collisionality is low. We have estimated the role of electron-electron collisions
and electron-ion collisions for the parameters in our simulations. The background plasma electron
collisions can be neglected because of the low density, while the background ions are immobile
in this timescale. What needs to be verified is the role of electron-electron collisions within the
accelerating beam that is the densest part of the simulation, and the potential influence of the ion
column on the accelerating beam (the accelerating bubble is void of background plasma electrons).
For a typical electron bunch (density ⇠ 0.1ncr, energy ⇠ 1 GeV and radius ⇠ µm), the total
electric force on one electron due to the self-fields of the whole bunch has the order F ⇠ 3⇥ 10�16

N [4]. In a time scale relevant for our simulations, this force could cause a displacement of about
10 pm, which is negligible compared with the scale of particle dynamics that is on the order of µm.
The interactions with the ion column can lead to emittance growth, but for the same conditions
this can also be neglected [5].

When using Landau&Lifshitz (or any other semi-classical treatment for radiation reaction), one
needs to ensure that the pair production does not play a role and that the energy loss of the electron
in a single Compton scattering is small compared with its total energy. Otherwise, the electron
energy cannot be considered a smooth function and semi-classical models assume continuous energy
loss. The regime of the interaction depends on the laser intensity, duration, the electron energy

M. Vranic et al., PRL (2014);  M. Vranic et al., CPC (2016); M. Vranic et al, PPCF (2018)

Adding classical radiation reaction     

‣ Modelling electron beam slowdown in scattering configurations 

‣ Modeling other configurations where only a fraction of electrons may be subject 
to RR but where this can alter qualitative behaviour

Adding quantum processes 

‣ Modelling the onset of QED, RR from quantum perspective 

‣ Modelling e+e- pair production 

‣ QED cascades, nonlinear regimes where many particles are created and collective 
plasma dynamics can alter the background fields

Adding performance improvements (particle merging, advanced load balancing 
schemes) 

‣ Essential for all the projects with strong QED effects

M. Vranic et al, NJP (2016);  T. Grismayer et al,  POP (2016); T. Grismayer et al, PRE (2017); J. L. Martins 
et al, PPCF (2016); M. Vranic et al, PPCF (2017); M. Vranic et al, SciRep (2018); 

M. Vranic et al., CPC (2015)
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Exascale Strategy for the OSIRIS Framework
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• Exascale strategy for OSIRIS follows 3 concurrent lanes 
focusing on optimal performance 

– Dealing with very large scale parallelism 

– Optimizing for current and near future hardware 

– Exploring new programming models and architectures 

• Current version can be readily deployed on most of the top 
systems 

– Excellent parallel scalability through advanced dynamic load 
balance algorithm 

– HIgh performance on CPU systems through explicit use of 
SIMD (vector) units 

– High performance on GPGPU systems using CUDA 

• Future versions to add support for new hardware and 
programming models 

– Unified code base for SIMD units, ARM SVE support under 
development 

– Use of OmpSs-2 / OpenACC paves the way for non CUDA 
GPGPU use and other accelerator boards (FPGA, etc.)
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Improved load balance in extreme scenarios

8 K. G. Miller, et. al., CPC 259, 107633 (2021)

Ambipolar diffusion scenario

3D Strong scaling performance / load

t = 0  ω−1
p t = 150  ω−1

p t = 300  ω−1
p

2D evolution with 16 cores

Particles/node, iz = 12LWFA Simulation 
Parallel Partition 

• 94×24×24 = 55k cores 
Load Imbalance (max/avg load) 

• 9.04× 
Average Performance 

• ~12% peak

R A Fonseca et al., PPCF 55 124011  (2013)
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Panel questions
• 1.4) What is the role of your work here? 

– OSIRIS has supported many of the key developments in laser and beam plasma acceleration for the past 20 years. It has 
served as an invaluable tool for exploring new concepts and ideas, and to guide an interpret experimental work, and is 
uniquely positioned to continue to do so for the next 10 years. 

• 2.1) What are the important milestones for the next 10 years to get there from today? 
– Inclusion of additional physics packages relevant to HEP, improved accuracy for very long propagation distances and 

extreme field intensities, advanced reduced models (including AI/ML) for parameter scans, continued support for new 
Tier-0 computing platforms. 

• 2.2) What additional support is needed to achieve these? 
– Access to Tier-0 computing resources through dedicated access programs (current access mainly through PRACE or 

national programs) 

• 2.4) Is the R&D work for each of those deliverables already funded and, if not, what additional resources / support would be 
needed?  

– Work currently being funded by EU either through ERC or national grants, specific grants funding development in this 
context is required.
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Overview
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• OSIRIS has been supporting plasma based acceleration science and 
technology for the past 2 decades 

– Stability, accuracy and performance 

– Extended set of input parameters and diagnostics 

– Well documented, easy to use, large user community 

• Improved accuracy and extended physics models 

– Improved EM field solvers 

– Advanced particle pushers for accurate particle motion in high 
fields, including spin 

– Addition of relevant QED processes 

• Ongoing work 

– Improvements on parameter input and output, integration in 
modeling toolchains 

– Development of fast reduced models based on Artificial 
Intelligence / Machine Learning 

– Evolution to open-source model
O i ir ss

4.0


